
From: Peter Helms <phelms@xtra.co.nz>
Sent: Monday, 11 July 2016 11:41 a.m.
To: Chch Plan - Info
Subject: Tree Number 7967 Concerns - Secretariat of the Independent Hearings Panel

To: The Secretariat of the Independent Hearings Panel

My name is Peter W. Helms and I own and have resided in the property 63 Nayland Street since 2008.

I am writing to express my concern and opposition to having Phoenix canariensis (Canary Island Palms) scheduled as trees on my property. My concerns and
objections are summarised as follows:

1. For my retirement I plan to convert my property from an old single home residence to a set of flats. These Phoenix Palm trees are in an awkward position that
could prevent this level of housing intensification. My property is on the corner of Stoke and Nayland Street. The property was intensified many years ago with its
land sold off for State Housing construction on either side. My reason for purchasing the house was to reside in it until retired and then to have it demolished and
replaced with three or four nice modern insulated flats. The house itself was built in 1923 and has a number of things wrong with it due to its age. It would not be
economical or practical to remediate these things and the house is also close to the ground.

2. The property is close to the village where there is and has been a great deal of intensification occurring as old homes make way for denser accommodation in
Sumner. In particular I refer to the Sumner development plan where you can see that my property is within the commercial and high densification areas the
Council has planned and is in action.

3. The Phoenix palms are as you know are exotic plants, not natives. They are close to the house and shed dozens of sharp spiky fronds a year. In New Zealand
twenty five children a year are admitted to hospital due to injuries caused by Phoenix Palms. I myself have cut my hands badly trying to clean up the significant
mess of fallen fronds that occurs after every wind storm. I have also been hit on the head by a falling frond and nearly passed out and it could have been very
serious.

4. I consider the trees to be an increasing health and safety hazard. After the earthquake the fire department removed the chimneys from my house because the
bricks represented a potential hazard. Similarly, the Phoenix palm fronds from the two trees are heavy and fall from a hight that can cause head injury. I am
vigilant to ensure that my daughters, their friends and visitors avoid walking anywhere near the Phoenix palm trees during windy weather.

5. Furthermore, the trees are very close to the house and I worry that they may blow onto the house over during the increasingly volatile weather due to climate
change. Because of the high cost of post earthquake insurance I have a large excess on my house policy. They are an exotic, hazardous, luxury that can not be
sustained.

6. Something will eventually have to be done about the trees. They never should have been planted close the house in the first place. What no doubt began as
adornment to a once large property (that has since declined in size due to State Housing) has now become an exotic, hazardous, misplaced, obstructive, luxury that
can not be sustained.

I therefore request that these Phoenix Palms be struck from the schedule of significant trees.

Thank you for your consideration

Peter Helms
021 250 4797
03 326 7713
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